Shallow Hal

Shallow Hal () on IMDb: Plot summary, synopsis, and more.Critics Consensus: While surprisingly sweeter and
warm-hearted than previous Farrelly outings, Shallow Hal is also less funny and more bland.deporte-es-salud.com:
Shallow Hal: Jason Alexander, Kyle Gass, Daniel Greene, Nan Martin, Bruce McGill, Rob Moran, Gwyneth Paltrow,
Joe Viterelli, Jack Black, Zen .'Shallow Hal" is given words of wisdom at the deathbed of his father, who under the
influence of pain-killers is speaking from the deepest.Romantic comedy is pretty tame for Farrelly bros. Read Common
Sense Media's Shallow Hal review, age rating, and parents guide.Shallow Hal movie reviews & Metacritic score: Hal
Larsen is the ultimate shallow guy. He finds beauty only in supermodels and centerfolds. But after an impr.Read the
Empire review of Shallow Hal. Find out everything you need to know about the film from the world's biggest movie
destination.An actor who appeared in the movie Shallow Hal passed away last week in his native Hawaii. Joshua
Shintani, who famously played a.But by the gods, I am sure as heck a fan of Shallow Hal! And I can't really say why ,
for certain. I can't really put it into words. Shallow Hal isn't.Hypnotized to see women's inner beauty, obnoxiously
superficial Hal falls in love with lithe sweetheart Rosemary, unaware that she weighs pounds.Shallow Hal has problems.
Not just the jerk title character, played with charmlessness to spare by the usually estimable Jack Black, but the.Shallow
Hal summary of box office results, charts and release information and related links.Jack Black is Shallow Hal, a
superficial skirt chaser who - thanks to an impromptu hypnosis by self-help guru Tony Robbins - doesn't
realise.Revolves around Hal (Black) who, taking his father's advice, only dates physically perfect women.A
Bloomington thrift store's sudden acquisition of three pristine copies of Shallow Hal on DVD has absolutely tanked the
value of the store's.For a romantic comedy about seeing beyond fat to a person's inner beauty, " Shallow Hal" could use
a little extra comic poundage. The Farrelly.
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